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Abstract
Over the past decade constantly increasing computer power has made analytic solution of
Markovian performance and dependability models more attractive However its application
for practical systems still needs improvement since detailed and realistic models typically
result in Markov reward models that are too large to completely generate and store in
memory In this paper we discuss this problem of largeness of Markov reward models and
propose solutions if transient measures are considered
We will introduce a novel approach called probabilistic evaluation based on the prob
abilistic verication and validation methods known in the area of communication protocol
analysis In order to apply these ideas to solve for transient reward measures we develop
algorithms that do not rely on a priori generation of the whole state space Instead only
parts of the state space will be considered at a time and states that are not needed to get
accurate results will not be generated
We will not only deal with acyclic models but allow for general Markov reward models
The algorithms we develop are based on uniformization For acyclic models we introduce
orthogonal uniformization and for the analysis of nonacyclic models we introduce partial
uniformization
For the utility of the above new uniformization methods the order in which the states
are generated from the highlevel description will turn out to be of great importance We
propose the use of a simple heuristic method for state selection which after comparison with
two other methods appears to be relatively cheap and close to optimal when considering
transient dependability measures
The uniformization and state space exploration methods we develop are implemented in a
prototype probabilistic evaluation tool which is especially useful for experimenting with new
algorithms
 Introduction
Markov modeling is a potentially very powerful and generic approach for evaluating the per
formance and dependability of many dierent systems such as computer systems communi
cation networks manufacturing systems etc Many performance and dependability measures
of interest can be specied by reward variables on top of the Markov model and largely
independent of the actually constructed model standard solution methods can be applied to
analytically solve these reward measures As a consequence of their general applicability
Markov reward models are used in several software packages that have been developed for
the analytic solution of performance and dependability models eg 	 	
 In these tools
highlevel modeling constructs such as stochastic Petrinets are used to specify complicated
models and an automatic mapping is carried out at a Markov reward model Subsequently
this Markov model is solved by standard solution algorithms appropriately selected for the
precise measure of interest
One of the major aspects that hampers the use of Markov reward models for the analytic
solution of performance and dependability measures is the size of the model With the use of
the mentioned highlevel modeling tools it is a simple task to specify complicated and large
underlying Markov models and although typically models of up to hundreds of thousand
states can conveniently be solved on modernday workstations often even larger models are
needed to represent the necessary detail of the system or to represent systems with realistic
dimensions As a result the underlying state space and generator matrix of the model often
are too big to generate and store in memory In this paper we discuss this problem of largeness
and propose solutions for it when the desired performance and dependability measures are
transient measures ie measures dened for nite points in time
We base our approach in this paper on what is known in the area of communication
protocol design as probabilistic verication 	 and probabilistic validation  In probabilistic
verication a communication protocol that is specied in the form of a nite state machine
is veried for correctness To cope with the typically large size of the state space verication
is carried out by selecting a subset of the possible state trajectories This leads to a lower
bound for the correctness of the protocol ie with at least a certain probability a protocol
will behave correct In probabilistic validation this approach has been taken over but now
for protocols with a temporal specication In probabilistic validation a lower bound for the
system reliability ie the probability the system is in a failure state at the end of the mission
time is determined by considering only a subset of state trajectories Two restrictions apply
to the proposed probabilistic validation approach in  only acyclic Markov models can
analytically be solved and the considered mission time is exponentially distributed
In this paper we build forward on the probabilistic vericationvalidation approaches We
will see that the approach of probabilistic validation can be generalized in a straightforward
manner to take other measures besides reliability into account We therefore propose to speak
	
of probabilistic evaluation as we do not deal with pure protocol verication or validation
We will study the probabilistic evaluation of transient measures for which the time instant
of interest is deterministic instead of exponentially distributed as was considered in  A
deterministic time instant appears usually more naturally in transient performance evaluation
however the analysis is typically more complicated than for exponential mission times
To perform the analysis for deterministic time points we develop algorithms that are based
on uniformization a method considered by dierent authors to be the method of choice for
transient analysis  We will enhance it in dierent ways to be able to evaluate models with a
very large state space For acyclic models orthogonal uniformization OU will be introduced
In OU the memory occupancy is no longer determined by the size of the state space which
makes it possible to solve very large and even innitely large acyclic Markov models To
deal with nonacyclic models a method called partial uniformization PU will be introduced
PU iteratively traverses through the state space using the fact that for transient measures
bounds on the induced error can be straightforwardly obtained along the way It will be seen
that PU is particularly promising as an approach to dealing with large state spaces in generic
Markov reward models
The uniformization methods we introduce are based in part on the idea that not the
complete state space has to be available in memory at all time This philosophy has been
taken in other work as well as we mentioned above Especially noteworthy in this regard is
the work in 	 since it addresses the computation of transient measures in semiMarkov
models In 	 the model is evaluated by considering one by one possible evaluations in
time for the model No generation of the state space takes place in this case and memory
usage is traded for computation time In our approach we will not trade o computation and
memory use but will temporarily store intermediate results when necessary
The utility of both OU and PU as probabilistic evaluation approaches is inuenced con
siderably by the order in which the state space is traversed Therefore we consider dierent
state space exploration approaches in this paper Besides known methods we introduce a
simple and therefore cheap heuristic approach which intuitively seems most attractive when
dealing with transient measures Comparing the dierent state space exploration approaches
will show that in many cases the heuristic approach explores the state space in a satisfactory
order without much overhead see also 		
The combination of uniformization and state space exploration forms a promising ap
proach for probabilistic evaluation but its practical applicability is very much determined by
implementation decisions and by the actual model under consideration It is therefore essen
tial to experiment with prototype implementations of the algorithms for realistic systems
We therefore developed the probabilistic evaluation tool PET and will discuss the use of the
tool by applying the proposed methods to example models
The organization of the paper is as follows First we extend in Section  the probabilistic
validation approach in  to general transient performance and dependability measures and

to deterministic mission times Then we introduce in Section  orthogonal uniformization to
evaluate acyclic Markov models and introduce in Section  partial uniformization for general
ie nonacyclic Markov models State space exploration approaches are then discussed in
Section  Finally Section  discusses the design of the PET software while we report on
experiments using PET in Section 
 Probabilistic Evaluation for Deterministic Mission Times
In this section we formally dene probabilistic evaluation To set the stage for the introduction
of new probabilistic evaluation algorithms we give in Section  the basic equation for the
transient solution of Markov chains at deterministic points in time and review in Section 
the standard form of uniformization which underlies the newly developed algorithms in this
paper It will also be shown how standard uniformization can be viewed as a probabilistic
evaluation technique itself
 Probabilistic Evaluation
Probabilistic protocol validation in  aims at showing that the probability that a predened
set of states the failure states is reached before time t is less than  So if S is the model
state space F  S is the set of failure states and 
i
t i  S is the probability the model
resides in state i  S at moment t then the goal of probabilistic validation is to show that
P
iF

i
t   or in other words that
P
iSF

i
t  	   In this way the reliability
of a system which is commonly dened as the probability the system is up over the whole
interval  t 	 can be bounded
In probabilistic evaluation we generalize this notion as we do not concentrate on protocol
validation or verication but on system performance evaluation The measure we will consider
is the expected transient reward ERt which is dened as
ERt 
X
iS

i
tr
i
 	
where r
i
denotes the reward collected when the system is in state i  S Probabilistic
evaluation then aims at determining a value  such that for given accuracy 
  ERt    
We will say that the tuple   probabilistically evaluates ERt With the above deni
tion of probabilistic evaluation more intricate measures than the reliability can be investi
gated such as the buer occupancy of a switch in a communication network or the perfor
mancedependability of a faulttolerant computer system as in 	 Note that probabilistic
validation is a special case of probabilistic evaluation In particular choose r
i
 	 if i  SF

and r
i
  if i  F  A protocol is then correct under probabilistic validation if one can nd
 such that   	  and hence 	     ERt  	
Besides this straightforward generalization of probabilistic validation to generic measures
we want to deal with two other restrictions Florin et al  introduce in their development
of a solution approach for probabilistic validation First only acyclic Markov models are
addressed a major limitation which we will examine in Section  Secondly the instant of
time t is not taken to be deterministic but exponentially distributed with average t This
assumption simplies the analysis considerably and makes it possible to analyze very large
models However often one is interested in a deterministic point in time and therefore we
will take that as the focus in this paper Before discussing probabilistic evaluation methods
let us rst give the general equation for transient solutions when t is deterministic and then
give the basic uniformization solution algorithm
 Transient Solutions
We consider the continuoustime Markov chain Y  fY s s  g dened on the countable
possibly innite state space S So transitions between states i  S and j  S are exponen
tially distributed having rate qi j and the innitesimal generator is given by Q  qi j
i j  S with qi i  
P
jS
qi j Then t the state occupancy distribution at instant
of time t is the solution of Kolmogorovs system of dierential equations 
dt
dt
 tQ given  
The number of dierential equations in this solution equals the state space size jSj The
solution of  is given by t  e
Qt
 but direct computation of this matrix exponential
is not feasible because of severe roundo errors that usually will occur 	 Therefore
other algorithms have been developed of which uniformization is currently the most popular
iterative algorithm
 Standard Uniformization
The basic algorithm behind all the probabilistic evaluation algorithms that follow is standard
uniformization SU SU is based on the more general concept of uniformization eg 	 
and is also known as Jensens method  or randomization 
 To introduce SU dene
P  I
	

Q 
Then t  e
Qt
 e
PIt
 ie
t  

X
n
e
t
t
n
n
P
n
 

In this equation
PP n

 e
t
t
n
n
 n   	     
are Poisson probabilities ie PP n is the probability of n events occurring in  t in
a Poisson process with rate  

 denotes is dened as If now  is chosen such that
  sup
iS
fqi ig then the entries in P are all between  and 	 while the rows of P
sum to 	 In other words P is a stochastic matrix and describes a discretetime Markov
chain Note that the value of  the uniformization rate can be derived from inspection of
the Qmatrix provided the complete matrix is available
Uniformization allows for an iterative solution algorithm in which no matrixmatrix mul
tiplications take place and thus no matrix llin occurs Instead of directly computing 
one considers the following sum of vectors
t 

X
n
PP nn 
where n being the state probability distribution vector after n epochs in the uniformized
process with transition matrix P is derived recursively as
n    t   and n  n 	P n  	   
Clearly the innite summation in  has to be truncated say after N iterations or epochs
in the discretetime Markov chain Then the actually computed state occupancy probability
vector 
c
t in SU is the superscript c is used in this paper to distinguish the computed
result from the actual result

c
t 
N
X
n
PP nn 

So the computed result ER
c
t for the expected reward at moment t is then
ER
c
t 
X
iS

c
i
tr
i
 	
Finally we note that the Poisson probabilities PP n n   	     N can be computed in a
stable manner as formalized by Fox and Glynn  see also 
We will now illustrate how the computational SU scheme can be formulated as a proba
bilistic evaluation method To this end we discuss SU for the example Markov chain given in
Figure 	 The Markov model represents an extended machine repairman model consisting of
two components Components can fail with rate f  and failures are covered with a coverage
probability c A covered failure is called a soft failures an uncovered failure is called a hard
failure The state i j k in the model represents the situation in which there are i compo
nents up j soft failed components and k hard failed components Soft and hard failed
components have dierent repair rates s and r respectively Larger versions of this model
have been used in  	 as typical examples of dependability models

For the Markov model in Figure 	 the iterative scheme of SU given by Equation 
is illustrated in Figure  In this gure the i nth circle in the ith row and the nth
column denotes the element 
i
n So the columns k k   	    N represent the elements
computed at iteration k according to  In Figure  iteration n has just been completed
while in the next iteration n 	 will be computed from n A black circle denotes that
the element 
i
n is currently stored in memory A grey circle i n denotes that the element

i
n has been computed earlier in the uniformization procedure but is no longer stored in
memory A white circle denotes the elements that have to be computed yet while an asterisk
in a white circle denotes the elements that will be computed in the next iteration So the
elements 
i
n are kept in memory when 
i
n  	 is computed Furthermore the arrows
from 
i
k to 
j
k  	 k   	     N  	 denote the matrix elements Pi j which are
greater than zero To compute 
j
k	 only these elements 
i
k for which Pi j   have
to be stored in memory an observation which will turn out to be important in what follows
Probabilistic evaluation by SU SU can be formulated as a probabilistic evaluation
method for the measure ERt in the following way From  we have that
ERt 
X
iS
r
i

X
n
PP n
i
n 		
but we see from 
 that we actually compute
ER
c
t 
X
iS
r
i
N
X
n
PP n
i
n 	
Now we make the following observation
X
iS

X
n
PP n
i
n  	 	
So the probability mass not covered in the computation of ER
c
t equals
X
iS

X
nN
PP n
i
n  	
X
iS
N
X
n
PP n
i
n  	
X
iS

c
i
t 	
Taking r
max
 max
iS
fr
i
g the bound  for the error introduced by consideringER
c
t instead
of ERt is
  r
max
	
X
iS

c
i
t 	
Take now   ER
c
t then
  ER
c
t  ERt  ER
c
t      	
and hence the pair   probabilistically evaluates ERt

Note that in 	 we implicitly assume all rewards r
i
 i  S to be greater or equal to 
This does however not lead to loss of generality since it is always possible for the expected
reward to increase the rewards to positive values and later compensate for this Furthermore
note that because
	
X
iS

c
i
t  	
X
iS
N
X
n
PP n
i
n 

X
nN
PP n

 
N
 	
it is possible to reach any desired accuracy  in SU by appropriately increasing the number
of iterations N until 
N
is small enough
Dierent authors see  have called SU the method of choice when computing transient
measures Two major problems might decrease the applicability of SU however i the time it
takes to perform the computation which is determined by the necessary number of iterations
N  and ii the diculty to handle a very large state space because of the amount of used
memory The time problem is extensively discussed by many authors see for instance  	
The size problem is the subject of this paper
 Orthogonal Uniformization for Acyclic Markov Models
In this section we consider the probabilistic evaluation of large acyclic Markov models for
which SU is no longer feasible because the complete state space is too large to be completely
generated We will present an enhancement of SU to be called orthogonal uniformization
OU which shifts the memory bottleneck from the size of the state space to the number of
iterations N in uniformization In some cases OU can solve for very large and even innite
Markov models and we will see in Section  that its eciency can even be improved by
considering hybrid combinations of SU and OU
 Orthogonal Uniformization
To introduce OU dene A
i
 the set of socalled ascenders of a state i  S as
A
i
 fj  S pj i  g 	
From Equation  it follows that for n  	

i
n 
X
jS

j
n 	pj i 
X
jA
i

j
n 	pj i 	

In other words to compute 
i
n it is not necessary to have knowledge about all the state
occupancy probabilities at step n  	 but just about the set of ascenders of i Now for an
acyclic model one can order the states in such a way that all ascenders of a state i  S are
listed in the state space before the state i In other words the state space can be labeled such
that for all states i  S it holds that if j  A
i
 then j  i This leads to the basic idea behind

OU traverse through the state space which is ordered in the above described way and keep
only information about earlier visited states if they are still ascender of not yet visited states
Let us describe OU by looking at the simple Markov model in Figure 	 however without
repairs ie r  s   The model is then acyclic with strictly positive elements in the
matrix P as illustrated by the arcs in Figure  In Figure  one sees that instead of the
columnwise computational scheme in SU OU computes the probabilities 
i
n in an order
orthogonal to this namely row after row In Figure  row  which corresponds to state
i  	  	 has been computed in the last iteration To compute row  corresponding to
state i     row  and  have to be kept in memory because A
i
 f	 	  	  	g
However elements 
j
n for state j     do not have to be kept in memory because this
state is no ascender of any of the not yet considered states Then after state    the
state  	 	 will be considered followed by state    keeping only those intermediate
results in memory that are necessary for future computation In this way the whole state
space can be considered
Probabilistic evaluation by OU In probabilistic evaluation terms OU gives the tuple
  as follows Let S

 S be the subset of states for which 
c
i
t is computed in Figure 
S

 f   	 	  	  	g Then similar as in 	
 
X
iS


c
i
tr
i
 and   r
max
	
X
iS


c
i
t 
As a consequence if  is determined to be small enough for the subset S

 no states outside
the set S

have to be considered anymore OU therefore may be used very eciently for
probabilistic validation as it automatically detects whether the considered state space is large
enough for accurate results
To reach the desired accuracy as fast as possible it is of great importance in which order
the states are traversed Optimally the probability mass should be concentrated in the rst
states to be visited Therefore we study in Section  dierent state space explorationmethods
Another important aspect in the application of OU is that a uniformization rate  has to be
chosen without a completely generated generator matrix In the tool implementation to be
discussed in Section  the user has to give a value for  as input before starting the OU
algorithm
Memory usage In SU for every state j  S the probability 
j
n has to be kept in
memory at epoch n In OU the computer memory occupancy is determined by the number
of states j  S that are ascender of some other state yet to be considered and by the number
of epochs N necessary to reach the desired accuracy In other words the memory bottleneck
shifts from the state space to the number of epochs and the number of states necessary for
later computation One sees that it depends on the specic structure of the model how many
states have to be kept in memory Moreover the amount of memory use depends on the

specic order in which the state space is explored For instance if state 	  	 would have
been considered after state    the element 

n in the rst row in Figure  would
have to be kept in storage longer
We thus see that OU potentially can solve for large Markov models but that the specic
model under consideration determines to a large extend its usability An instance in which OU
has been proven to be very eective is in the computation of transient probabilities of a pure
birth processes 	 Clearly a birth process is a very specic process and in order to further
enlarge the applicability of uniformization for large acyclic Markov models we introduce in
subsection  hybrid combinations of SU and OU The hybrid OUSU algorithm can be
more ecient than OU and potentially can solve for models that are partly acyclic as will
become clear in the following section
 Hybrid Forms of Standard and Orthogonal Uniformization
Hybrid forms of SU and OU allow for schemes that sometimes perform uniformization state
after state as in OU and sometimes epoch after epoch as in SU It can deal with models
that are partly acyclic by performing SU on a possibly nonacyclic subset of the state space
storing only the yet to be used probabilities 
i
k in memory Iteratively new subsets are
considered as was done in OU for individual states
This procedure is best illustrated by an example see Figure  This time repair is
only possible when soft failures occur ie in the states 	 	     and  	 	 That
makes that the state space can be divided in subsets which considered as lumped states
form an acyclic Markov chain In Figure  the subsets have been chosen to be S


f   	 	    g S

 f	  	  	 	g and S

 f  g Hybrid SUOU
then goes as follows First SU is carried out over the subset S

 When carrying out SU all
elements 
i
n are stored for states i which are ascender of states not belonging to S

ie
states    and 	 	  Using these stored probabilities SU is then carried out over the
subset S

 etc In Figure  the algorithm is at the iteration where SU is carried out over
subset S

 just having completed the computation for epoch n The black circles denote the
elements needed for future computation and are thus stored in memory
The optimal use of this hybrid form of uniformization depends on the structure of the
Markov model Often there exist dierent ways of choosing the subsets S
i
 and depending
on this choice more or less memory will be used
We like to note that in the case of a fully acyclic model hybrid SUOU can also be applied
and can even be more ecient in memory use than OU Consider for example Figure  when
the subsets are S

 f   	 	  	  	     	 	g and S

 f  g If SU is
carried out on the subset S

only one row has to be stored namely the row corresponding to
state 	  	 as only this state is ascender of a state in S


When we deal with a model that is nonacyclic we can still apply OU however this will


then yield approximate results What basically happens is that probability mass that ows
back to states already handled is simply lost In the computational procedures as we have
implemented them in PET see Section  only those rows of probabilities are stored that have
outgoing rates to still unexplored new states Depending on the actual model characteristics
and parameters applying OU to nonacyclic models can yield quite accurate results however
the obtained accuracy can not easily be determined
Clearly for the very small examples considered in the gures OU and hybrid SUOU are
not necessary However for large and even innitely large models the method might solve
models that cannot be solved otherwise Interesting is that in principle it is always possible to
convert a nonacyclic Markov model into an acyclic Markov model with an innite number
of states basically information is included in the state how many times the state has been
visited Following this approach OU and hybrid OUSU can be used to probabilistically
evaluate nonacyclic models In practice however this idea seems not generally applica
ble because of the increased memory usage We therefore now turn our attention to more
practical and more intricate methods for probabilistic evaluation of nonacyclic models
 Partial Uniformization for NonAcyclic Models
To probabilistically evaluate nonacyclic Markov models we discuss two dierent methods in
this section In Section 	 dynamic uniformization DU known from  is discussed and
in Section  the newly developed partial uniformization technique PU is introduced We
will see in Section  that applying PU in an iterative fashion is a promising approach to
solve large nonacyclic Markov models
 Dynamic Uniformization
Dynamic uniformization has been introduced by Grassmann  to deal with models that have
an innite state space The basic idea is not to generate the state space of the Markov model
beforehand but only introduce new states in the Markov chain when the states come up in
the uniformization algorithm To make this more precise introduce the set of active states
An at epoch n of the standard uniformization algorithm as follows
An  fi  Sj
i
n  g 	
Then dene the transition matrix Pn as
Pn  I
Qn

 
where Qn equals Q however restricted to rows corresponding to the active states An
Then uniformization is applied with as only dierence from SU Equation  that n 
n 	Pn 	 n  	      N  ie P varies with n
	
As a consequence if the number of iterations necessary in SU equals N  DU only generates
these states that are reached in N iterations in the uniformization scheme This is illustrated
in Figure  for the example model The circles with the crossbar pattern denote elements

i
k that do not show up at iteration k in DU Under certain restrictions the number of
active states should always remain nite DU can solve with any desired accuracy for innite
state space models Note that with regard to probabilistic validation the tuple   is
identical to that in Section  for SU
Unfortunately in general DU still might lead to rapid growth of the generated state space
We will discuss in Section  examples in which DU can be helpful by itself but for general
models a more explicit form of state space truncation is inevitable This will be achieved by
partial uniformization
 Partial Uniformization
If the state space of a Markov model is truncated a very convenient way to bound the error
introduced by the truncation is available when transient measures are considered In PU
we use this fact to obtain the tuple   which probabilistically evaluates the model under
consideration
For PU introduce the truncated state space S

 S and dene a new absorbing state
a Delete all states i  S  S

 as well as the transitions among these states Add however
the transition i a with intensity qi a such that for all i  S


qi a 
X
jSS

qi j 
Let Y

denote the resulting Markov process dened on the state space S

 and let 

t
denote the transient occupancy probability distribution It then can easily be shown that the
probability mass 

a
t of the absorbing state gives a bound for the induced truncation error
as follows


i
t  
i
t  

i
t  

a
t 
and
X
iS



i
t 
X
iS


i
t 
X
iS



i
t  

a
t  	 
If one carries out uniformization for the Markov model Y

on the truncated state space S


one obtains results for 

i
t as well as for 

a
t We have illustrated this method in Figure
 which depicts the Markov chain Y

 The circles marked A denote the states which are
replaced in the new Markov model Y

by a single absorbing state
Probabilistic evaluation by PU In terms of probabilistic evaluation  is given in PU
in the form of results for the truncated model Y

 Specically if we use the same notation
as for the original Markov model with an additional prime symbol when appropriate we get
		
that  
P
iS

r
i

c

i
t while   r
max
	
P
iS


c

i
t If 
N

P

nN
PP n as in 	
it follows from  that
  r
max

N
 
c

a
t 
So the probability mass in the absorbing state together with the truncation error for the
Poisson probabilities gives the value of  for probabilistic evaluation
Clearly the practical use of this basic form of PU is limited by the possibly large value of


a
t For instance if t increases more probabilitymass will leak away into the absorbing state
in the interval  t and consequently  will increase Therefore in the following section we
extend the method to an iterative scheme with a changing set of states on which uniformization
is applied During the iterations the obtained accuracy will be increased We will now discuss
this iterative PU scheme
 Iterative Application of Partial Uniformization
We will explain the iterative application of PU by Figure  and Figure  In Figure  PU is
carried out on the truncated state space S

 f   	 	  	  	g and a subset of the
computed elements 
i
n is kept in memory black circles More precisely the element which
have outgoing arcs to states outside S

are stored Once 
i
t is computed for all elements
i  S

the stored elements are used for a second application of PU In this case a new subset S

is chosen in Figure  S

 f    	 	   g while states outside S

are substituted
by a single absorbing state When doing PU for the subset S

the results for 
i
n in the black
circles in Figure  are taken into consideration denoted by the dotted arcs in Figure  As
a consequence the probability mass that leaked away in Figure  to the absorbing state is
now correctly distributed over the states in S

 In Figure  again probability mass leaks away
after the second application of PU but less than in the rst iteration By iteratively applying
PU to subsets of the state space more and more probability mass gets distributed correctly
over the states
Probabilistic evaluation by iterative PU The values for the tuple   can be deter
mined for iterative PU in the same way as for the earlier discussed uniformization methods
At the kth iteration in iterative PU the probability mass in the absorbing state summed
by the truncation error 
N
 and multiplied by r
max
 bounds the induced error The above
described process can therefore be continued until the probability mass in the absorbing state
is small enough We note that the presented iterative PU scheme is only a rst introduction of
the algorithm Many questions arise in the actual application of the technique For instance
it might not always be possible to store all the necessary elements 
i
k as this number can
increase in later iterations Therefore probability mass has to be sacriced In the particular
tool implementation in Section  we have chosen to let the user input which sets of states will
be considered in the subsequent iterations
	
An important issue which also came forward in OU

is the determination of a correct
value for the uniformization rate  If PU is applied only once for a truncated state space S


the highest outgoing rate for these states is known However if PU is iteratively applied the
highest rate for the sets S
i
 i   can be higher than the one for S

 In that case a smooth
continuation is not possible One therefore must take care that the initial uniformization
rate is high enough for the whole model In some cases it will be straightforward to derive a
suitable value for the uniformization rate but it clearly is of interest to nd ecient ways of
determining the uniformization rate in general
 State Space Generation
In the previous sections we have developed uniformization algorithms which deal with large
state spaces by addressing only subsets of the state space at the same time The practical
utility of these algorithms is inuenced by the order in which these subsets of the state space
can be considered This in turn is determined by the state space generation algorithm used
to derive the Markov model from the highlevel specication In this section we discuss various
candidate statespace generation methods for probabilistic validation
Assume that the model of interest is unambiguously described by a stochastic Petri net
with deterministic initial marking To construct the underlying Markov model from such
an SPN model a treesearch algorithm is normally employed Such treesearch algorithms
generally operate in a breadthrst BF fashion although one could also imagine a depth
rst fashion A BF statespace exploration approach induces a partition of the state space
in which partitions are characterized by the minimum number of steps ie transition rings
that is required to reach representatives of that partition starting from the initial marking
Within a partition not all states have equal probability of occurrence in steadystate nor at
some time instance t in general Also states in blocks far away from the initial state might
have higher probability of occurrence than states that are very close to the initial state This
depends on the model structure the involved state transition rates and the time instance
one is interested in
From the above it follows that the order in which states are selected is of much importance
if one wants to incorporate as much probability mass as possible in as few as possible states
The states to be selected should be those states that cover the largest probability mass at
the time instance of interest This is valid both when applying OU and PU We therefore
distinguish three state space exploration approaches
Breadthrst The simplest way of generating states is using the earlier mentioned breadth
rst method This method does not use any special knowledge about the model the
time instance of interest nor the rates It just selects states as they appear

Note that hybrid OUSU as well as OU itself can be seen as specic instances of PU
	
In the rest of the paper the BF method used and compared with is the one that
has been implemented in the SPNP package 	 We note that since probability mass
might be concentrated around the initial state BFbased methods have their merits as
a technique for probabilistic validation as well
Maximize mean time to unknown To cope with the problem of the most probable
states in a more general way de Souza e Silva and Ochoa developed a dynamic state
space exploration technique based on the socalled mean time to unknown MTTU
	
In this approach three classes of states are distinguished states already generated
states that can be reached from the yet generated states in one step the candidate
states and all other states represented as a single absorbing state ie the unknown
state The next state to be included in the set of generated states to be selected from
the set of candidate states is selected so as to maximize the mean time it takes to exit
from the newly formed set of generates states ie to maximize the mean time until the
single unknown state is reached To make such a selection however a discretetime
Markov model with size equal to the number of already generated states plus 	 has
to be solved for its steadystate probabilities This has to be done repeatedly ie for
every new state to be selected which is rather costly especially when already many
states have been generated
By specifying a required MTTU a state selection algorithm can be made such that
it using the above selection procedure continues to select states until the computed
MTTU is at least equal to the required one Care should be taken not to specify a
required MTTU that is too large as that will result in a very large number of states to
be included Instead one can also require a certain number of states to be used The
MTTU criterion can then be used to select the set of states of the required size that
covers the largest probability mass
For details of this method we refer to 	 We note that this approach has been
developed for the cheap derivation of bounds on steadystate measures We therefore
expect the method to be particularly successful when large time instances are of interest
Heuristic approaches In order to include more intelligence in the state space exploration
than in the BFcase but not to do this at the high cost of the MTTUapproach heuristic
methods might be a good solution We propose the following heuristic
Associate with every state i a socalled gravity 	
i
  	 The gravity 	
i
expresses the
relative importance of state i in the overall probability mass the closer 	
i
is to 	 the
more important state i is For the initial state say state  we set 	

 	
Let i be a state that belongs to the yet to be generated set of states and let j be a
member of the set of candidate states For all such candidate states j the new gravities
	
are computed as follows 	
j
 	
i

q
ij
q
i
 ie the gravity of the originating state i is
multiplied by the probability of going to the particular next state j given a transition
out of state i occurs The candidate state with the largest gravity is then selected and
added to the set of generated states and removed from the set of candidate states
This procedure is repeated every time a new state has to be added and the gravities
are stored as long as they are necessary for future computations
The sketched heuristic can be improved in a number of ways We report on these
improvements in a forthcoming paper 		
 PET A Tool for Probabilistic Evaluation
We have developed the probabilistic evaluation tool PET to assist us in probabilistically
evaluating performance and dependability models Aim of the tool is to experiment with the
described uniformization methods in combination with the various state space exploration
techniques We rst present the general operation of the tool in Section 	 Then we discuss
the employed uniformization and state space generation techniques in Section  and 
respectively Some implementation issues are discussed in Section 
 Basic Operation
A block diagram of the tool is given in Figure  From this gure it becomes clear that the
tool user has to input the following 	 a dependability model as an SPN  the desired
time point of evaluation t and  the desired accuracy
Depending on the particular uniformization technique to be used the uniformization tool
UNIF starts requesting the state space generator SSG for states ie for lines of the
partial Q matrix describing the underlying Markov chain Memory is reserved dynamically
by the memory management unit MM Weighting factors in the uniformization summation
are provided by the Poisson probabilities calculator PP they are calculated only once If
the user requests so or if needed to fulll the accuracy requirements the uniformization tool
asks for more states to be generated
 Supported Uniformization Techniques
PET currently supports the following uniformization techniques
Standard uniformization With SU the total CTMC is generated before the solution pro
cess starts The user provides the accuracy  and the time point t but needs not to
provide the uniformization rate  since it can be computed from the completely gener
ated model
	
Dynamic uniformization With DU the size of the employed part of state space depends
on the value of the uniformization rate  which is to be provided by the user the
accuracy  and the time instance t Knowing   and t the number of required steps
in the uniformization process can be calculated The uniformization tool only asks for
those partitions from the state space generator that can be reached in the computed
number of steps
In order to avoid memory problems the user can also absolutely limit the number of
states to be used either explicitly or implicitly by limiting the maximum number of
steps that are taken into account in the computations When doing so the error in the
computation is no longer controlled by  In such cases it might also happen that not
a total partition is included but only a part of it
Orthogonal uniformization In OU uniformization is applied statebystate either to all
states to a xed number of states or to as many states as required to reach the required
accuracy The uniformization rate  is to be provided by the user
Partial uniformization In PU the uniformization method is applied on only a part of the
state space extended with a single absorbing state representing all notyetgenerated
states Two variants exists
	 without the possibility to continue afterwards thus implying that only the state
probabilities in the nal epochs need to be remembered ie standard partial
uniformization
	 with the possibility to continue afterwards thus implying that the probabilities
need to be kept in memory for those states that have outgoing rates to the absorbing
state ie the iterative partial uniformization is carried out
An option to stepwise increase the state space in chunks of xed size is also provided
 Supported State Space Generation Techniques
PET allows for the three state space generation techniques presented in Section  ie breath
rst the meantimetounknown method and the heuristic method PET has been designed
in such a way that new heuristic approaches can easily be included see also subsection 
 Implementation Issues
PET has been implemented in C for Sun Sparc 	 workstations and covers around  lines
of commented code The SPN models that serve as input are described using the Cbased
SPN language of SPNP ie CSPL 	
The memory management module reserves and frees memory blocks for the uniformization
process This is done in a way that depends on the type of uniformization employed For
	
the OU approach the state probabilities are calculated rowwise ie per state and the
data structure employed is therefore also ordered in rows Only those rows remain in memory
that are required for the computation of states that still need to be subjected to a rowwise
uniformization Since the length of the rows is known a priori but not the number of states
a linked list of rows normal arrays is used
For SU DU and PU the state probabilities are computed columnwise ie per epoch
The corresponding data structure is therefore also structured in a columnwise fashion Since
the number of states per time step is dierent in case of DU it increases the height of the
column is made dynamically adjustable In SU and DU only two columns are needed at any
time ie one for the previous epoch and one for the new epoch to be computed
The data structure for P stores P columnwise as this provides the fastest access during
the stepwise computations As the size of P can change during the computations this data
structure is madeup of dynamically adjustable linked lists as well
The Poisson probabilities are calculated only once and in a stable way using the approach
of Fox and Glynn 
The state space generator is currently only virtually present What actually is imple
mented is that the overall state space is generated using the SPNP package 	 however
access to the state space and the generator matrix Q is done in such a way that from the
viewpoint of the uniformization tool it is as if the state space is generated stepwise and on
demand This feature of PET makes that new state space generation techniques can easily be
incorporated Once fully tested they can be integrated in an SPN tool that really transforms
the SPN to the Markov model
	 Examples of Probabilistic Evaluation
In this section we discuss three examples of probabilistic evaluation These examples are of
moderate size but give us a rst inside into the potential of the discussed methods Further
more for these models analytic results are available which enables us to compare results with
exact results In Section 	 we present a dependability model of a multiclass system with
repairs and in Section  we present a similar model without repairs these two sections focus
on the various uniformization methods In Section  we focus on the dierent state space
exploration techniques applied to the introduced models We nally discuss the obtained
results in Section 
 A Repairable Multiclass Dependability Model
We consider a multicomponent class single repair unit dependability model as depicted in
Figure 
 This model has also been used as an example in 	 where approximations for
steadystate dependability measures were studied
	
There is a place Upc for every component class c c  	     C Class c hasN
c
components
The transitions Failc model the failure of components After failure a component of class c
enters the waitonrepair place WoRc If a repair unit is available ie if there is at least one
token in place R the repair of the component starts via the ring of the immediate transition
Startc During the repair the component resides in place InRepc After the completion
of the repair transition Repairc the component is brought up again and the repair unit
becomes available for other repair actions The initial marking is such that there are N
c
tokens in place Upc c  	     C and that there is one token in place R
As has been derived in 	 if there is only a single repair unit the number of states NoS
in the underlying Markov model equals
NoS  	 
X
TT T 

jT j 
Y
cT
N
c

 
where T ranges over all nonempty elements of T  which is the power set of f	     Cg
Clearly the state space size increases rapidly with C and N
c
c  	     C
The above model is quite generally applicable The component classes can for instance
signify replicated groups of components in a power plant control system where a single repair
man is on duty for performing repairs of failed components The overall dependability of such
a system can then be expressed as the probability of a certain number of components per group
to be up As another example the component classes can signify typical system component
groups such as they exist in modern highspeed widearea networks ie communication links
switches routers intermediate packet reassemly servers and end systems The repair unit
then models a central network management entity For successful communication between
endusers to be possible a certain subset of components in each component group should be
operational The probabilities on success and failure of such a system can then be computed
from the presented model
For our evaluations we assume the following numerical parameters The number of classes
C equals  and N

  N

 	 N

  and N
	
  The failure rate per component is
	 failures per hour whereas a repair takes 	 hour There is only one repair unit for doing
all the repair These parameter choices imply that NoS  	

The complete model can be solved with PET as well as with SPNP which both yield
exact and the same transient state probabilities thereby using SU We are interested in time
instance t   and apply the accuracy 
N
 	


 and for the moment use a breathrst
search The rst 	 state probabilities are given in Table 	 in column SUDU Notice that
the uniformization rate   	 This can be seen as follows There is at most one repair
transition enabled at any time with rate 	 If this is the case at most  components can still
be in their initial place yielding an overall failure rate of 	 In total the outgoing
rate of a single state is maximally 	 For DU OU and iterative PU we need to set this
value ourselves
	
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Table 	 Comparing SU 	
 states DU 	
 states PU 		 states and OU 		 states
for a repairable dependability model
If we use PU on the rst set of 	 states we obtain the state probabilities as given in
Table 	 in the column PU We also show the total probability mass in column PUcum that is
included in these 	 states To obtain the required accuracy  we require 	 iterations to be
taken Notice that with only 	 epochs in the uniformized Markov chain at most 	
 states
can be reached When using DU instead of SU only those states are taken into consideration
in the computation instead of all the 	
 states of the complete model This of course will
still yield equally accurate results
The cumulative probability mass that is covered by PU is quite considerable As indicated
with state 
 PUcum  



	

of the total probability mass is covered by the rst
	 states of the 	complement of this value ie 	

 we do not exactly know where
it is Since the model we investigate is nonacyclic this complement might belong to any
state not yet taken into account or to any of the states yet to be taken into account If the
state that denotes system failure belongs to the yet unexplored states we know for sure
that that state has a probability of at most 	


When considering the columns for OU we see that the values are smaller than the corre
sponding values for PU This was to be expected as OU is only exact for acyclic models In
a way probability mass leaks away from the model For OU we see that a total probability
mass of 	

is left unspecied a considerably larger value than for PU Again if the
state that denotes system failure belongs to the yet unexplored states we know for sure
that that state has a probability lower than 	


If we increase the number of states taken into account to  PU and OU respectively
provide the following unresolved probability masses 	

and 	

 For PU
there is considerable gain in addressing some more states for OU this is not so much the case
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Table  Comparing PU and OU both with  states for a repairable dependability model
and increasing time instance t of interest
If we increase the time point of interest to higher values more states will be needed to reach
the required accuracy For instance if t  	 the number of time steps required increases to 	
and the number of reachable states to 
 which will make DU more expensive to perform
SU remains as expensive as it was before ie more expensive than any of the other methods
In Table  we show the amount of probability mass covered by PU and OU for increasing
values of the time instance t We also show the number of steps that need to be taken to
obtain the required accuracy Both PU and OU in this case only consider the rst  states
As becomes very clear here the OU method is not suitable for nonacyclic models Much
probability mass is lost since cycles in the model are not taken into account As an example
a very probable path in the Markov model is to rst have one component failed and have it
repaired very soon after that before any other component fails Such a behavior is not taken
into account with OU With PU on the other hand more probability mass is maintained as
the method takes into account cycles in the model
 An Absorbing Unrepairable	 Multiclass Dependability Model
Let us now address an unrepairable variant of the model we used in the previous subsection
If we simply remove the repair facility the submodels for the individual component classes
become independent and the overall dependability model has a closedform solution There
fore we include an extra dependency in this model The failure rate of every component
is made dependent on the total number of failed components in a linear way if there are n
components down the failure rates increase multiplicatively with a factor n as well
Since the model is acyclic OU can be applied yielding exact results In Table  we present
some results We have set the required probability mass to be covered to be at least equal
to 




 ie the nonevaluated probability mass is at most 	

 For dierent time values
t PET computes the number of required steps in the uniformization process Depending on
the required accuracy the OU process is performed for more or less states As can be seen
from this table the nonevaluated probability mass is lees than 	
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Table  Applying OU on a nonrepairable dependability model and increasing time instance
t of interest
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Table  Applying OU on a nonrepairable dependability model and increasing accuracy
requirements
included the probability of a totally functioning system ie the probability of having no failed
components at all As can be observed this probability decreases as t increases Also notice
that as t increases many more states need to be included For the uniformization rate  we
have always used 	 As before this value can be precomputed if one has understanding
of the model
Finally we investigate the number of required states when changing the required proba
bility mass to be evaluated We do this for t  	 the number of required steps is therefore
always  as can be computed from the Poisson probability distribution Table  presents
the results As can be observed the number of states increases albeit not dramatically The
actually nonevaluated probability mass indeed is conform the requirements
	
 In
uence of StateSpace Exploration Techniques
In this section we present a comparison of the three implemented statespace exploration
techniques We do this for a nonrepairable model in Section 	 and for a repairable model
in Section 
 NonRepairable Model
In this section we reconsider the repairable multiclass dependability model of Section 
In that section we evaluated various uniformization strategies for probabilistic evaluation
thereby always taking states into account in the order as they appeared from a breathrst
generation In this section we compare the three indicated statespace exploration methods
We rst address the nonevaluated probability mass when only a limited number of states
is taken into account This value is obtained by doing PU over the generated states We
decide quite arbitrarily to take only 	 states into account Then the three dierent state
space exploration techniques generate the following states in the given order
BF HEU MTTU
f 	        
g f  
  	  	   		g f  
  	 	   	
 g
First of all we observe that the BF states dier substantially from the states generated by
HEU and MTTU The latter two exploration techniques also dier slightly Note that the
indicated sets also indicate the ordering of the selection of the states eg with the MTTU
approach state 	 is selected as th whereas it is selected as th with HEU
With these 	 states PU is employed The nonevaluated probability mass is presented in
Table  for increasing time values t As can be observed for small values of t the accuracy
is higher This is easy to understand as the probability of moving away from the rst few
states increases with larger t Also observe that the set of states selected by HEU and MTTU
result in smaller nonevaluated probability masses especially for larger t relatively In
this example the heuristic method works best even better than the more expensive MTTU
approach
If the nonevaluated probability mass is not small enough when using only 	 states we
can increase the number of allowed states to  Then the following states are selected by
the three heuristics in the given order
BF HEU MTTU
f        	 
 f  
        f  
      
 
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       	g        	
  g
Repeating the uniformization process PU for these  states we obtain Table  For smaller
values of t the BF method does best When t increases the MTTU and the HEU method do
better Again as we have seen before the HEU method does better than the MTTU method
even though the MTTU method is more expensive
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Table  Applying PU on the rst 	 dierently generated states of a nonrepairable depend
ability model
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Table  Applying PU on the rst  dierently generated states of a nonrepairable depend
ability model
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Table  Comparing the application of PU for the three statespace exploration techniques
for dierent numbers of states at time t  	
	 Repairable Model
In this section we reconsider the repairable multiclass dependability model of Section 	
We will study the inuence of the MTTU parameter on the choice of states and nally on
the nonevaluated probability mass We do so as follows We stepwise increase the required
MTTU and generate all those states that are needed to fulll the MTTU requirement As can
be observed from Table  the number of generated states increases with increasing required
MTTU We then employ PU over those states and tabulate the nonevaluated probability
mass For the same number of states we also employ PU for the two other statespace
exploration techniques These techniques may use dierent states in their evaluation however
the number of employed states is the same
In Table  we present the nonevaluated probability mass for t  	 As can be observed
both the MTTU and the HEUmethod outperform the BF statespace exploration method
by several orders of magnitude especially in case of moderate number of states The MTTU
approach appears to be slightly better than the HEU method however it is far more costly
The HEU method is about equally expensive as the BF method whereas the computations
required for the MTTUmethod increases with the number of states involved
 Discussion of Examples
In this section we have presented a number of probabilistic evaluations using the newly
developed uniformization and statespace exploration techniques It is dicult to generally
state conclusions as all the results obtained are modeldependent However the used example
models seem to be fairly representative for models used in literature and some of the derived
conclusions might therefore hold more general
Regarding the uniformization techniques both OU and PU outperform standard uni

formization for the example models OU works best with acyclic models it can be applied
to nonacyclic models as well but at the cost of accuracy In both OU and PU the memory
bottleneck is no longer the model size as states are treated individually or groupwise in
stead of all at once PU and especially its iterative variant is very generally applicable and
is a promising technique to probabilistically evaluate very large models Further experiments
with large or innite models are in order to establish the practical utility of the proposed
uniformization methods
Regarding the statespace exploration techniques both the heuristic and the MTTU
approach have shown to be advantageous in comparison to a BFapproach The MTTU
approach seems to operate best for relatively high time instances As the heuristic approach
always operates about equally well or even better it may be the preferred method as it is
less computation intensive see also 		

 Concluding Remarks
In this paper we have introduced the probabilistic evaluation as a solution approach for
transient performance and dependability measures of large Markov reward models In prob
abilistic evaluation a bound for the measure is obtained based on a partial andor iterative
search through the state space We have introduced several specic uniformization techniques
among which orthogonal uniformization and partial uniformization to deal with Markov mod
els with a very large or even innite state space These methods provide bounds on depend
ability measures with only limited computational eort and without generating the complete
model The bounds can be made tighter through iteratively increasing the probability mass
that is taken into account
We also have proposed and evaluated various techniques for the selection of which states
to consider during the solution Three state space exploration methods have been compared
of which the newly proposed heuristic method performed best ie it gave good results at
very little cost
The methods for probabilistic evaluation have been implemented in a prototype package
called PET which supports our extensions of the uniformization technique as well as three
dierent statespace exploration techniques We have applied our methods to a number of
dependability models For those examples our methods turn out to perform very well ie we
are able to provide very tight bounds on dependability measures of interest at very little cost
Also we are able to obtain bounds for models which simply cannot be addressed in full
because the state space is too large to generate or even innite
Issues for future research concentrate around the further improvement of the presented
algorithms since several implementation issues still have to be resolved Denitely the actual
integration of the proposed algorithms in existing modeling packages will be an important
step to further explore the practical utility of the proposed probabilistic evaluation methods

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Figure 	 Example MachineRepairman Model
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Figure  Computational scheme of OU for an acyclic model To compute 
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Figure  Computational scheme of hybrid OUSU for a partly acyclic model SU has been
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
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Figure  Computational scheme of DU The circles 
i
k k   	 with a crossbar pattern
denote states i that do not have to be generated at iteration k
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Figure  Computational scheme of PU Circles 
i
k marked with an A denote states
substituted by a single absorbing state If iterative PU is applied some results denoted by
the black circles have to be stored
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Figure  Computational scheme of iterative PU the second iteration The dotted arcs denote
the use of elements stored in the rst iteration according to Figure 
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